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I. Introduction

Funding Our National
Parks:
Will Recent Congressional
Legislation Adequately
Protect Our Embattled
National Parks in the
Twenty-First Century"'

By Richard J. Ansson, Jr.&

If you visited one of America's premier
national parks during the summer of 1999, you
probably had a lot of company? Lots and lots
of company. Annually, over four and a half million people visit the Grand Canyon.' four million visit Yosemite,' and three million visit
Yellowstone.' In all, 287 million people, more
than the entire population of the United
States, visited national parks last year. Hordes
of humanity are not the only problem; with
them come traffic, long lines, noise, garbage,
crime and frayed tempers.
Our parks are overwhelmed by the evergrowing burden on their infrastructure,7 and
the buildings and sewer systems are falling
apart.' At Yellowstone National Park this past
summer, park officials had to dump more than
six and a half million gallons of raw sewage
& Associate Professor of Law. University of Nevada Las
Vegas Boyd School of Law. LLM.. 1998, University of MissounKansas City School of Law; J.D,, 1997, University of Oklahoma
School of Law; BA, 1994. University of Oklahoma.
1. I recently authored an article entitled Our National

Parks-Overcrowded. Uusdeifunked. and Besieged with a Myriad of Vwmg
Fund Our Imperiled Natioul Pak Sysb re?
Problems How Con We Best
14 1. LAND USE & EN L 1 (1998). In the 1998 article, Idiscussed
the numerous problems confronting our national parks and the
many funding options available to them. Since then. Congress
has adopted a number of funding proposals designed to provide
supplemental funding to our national parks, This article discusses the newly adopted funding provisions.
2 See. eg David Whitman. Tk Grand Cayon Parking Lot.
New Ways to Control Traffic laws at the Natiots Parks. U.S. NEWs &
Woxw REP., June 21. 1999. at 18, avadbe in 1999 WL 843296&
3 See. eg Jayne Clark. Canyo Congestion Could C/ar, USA
ToDo,. June 25. 1999, at D2. Jayne Clark. Tfk Grnd Canyon Without
Resernvatons. USA TooY. June 25. 1999. at DI.
,*rn
and the West Dissent Clouds
4 See, eg . James Ralney, al
Plan to Bus Visitors to Yosemite, LA Ibis, May 2. 1999. availablein
1999 WL 2154748; Wendy Mitman Clarke, After thoFlood. N.TL
PAms March I. 1999. at 22. Available in 1999 WL 8568549. Katurah
Mackay, Yosemite Flood Iitiates F e lt Relocation of Pari FacilitiesAllo
Native Habitat to Return. NA&L Pitns, January 1. 1998.at 12. available
in 1998WL 10865223,
.9.
Jennifer Langston, Yellowstoxe National Park Sets
5 See
Sights on More Federal Funding, Kj;-TrRDom The. Bus. NEWS,
August 8. 1999. availabletit 1999 WL 22004569.
6 See. eg. Brian Knowlton,A Grand Canyon Raihay Will Give
Tourists a Brea. lhTL HExAm Two.. June 23, 1999, at 3. available im
1999 WL 5112126; Whitman. supra note 2. at 18.
7 See generally. Michael Satchell. Paris ti Peril Th Views Are
Still Spetacular the Wildlie Abundat Ewrbody Loves Anericfs
National Parks So Why Are They Under Sige?. U. Nws & Won.
REP., lune 21, 1997. at 15.
8
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into a meadow less than a mile from the
Yellowstone River to prevent the park's sewage
system from totally failing. 9 Our parks are also
threatened by invasions of exotic species, pollution, as well as incompatible uses around
and in the parks themselves.'" To protect our
national parks' pristine environments for
future generations, our parks must be properly
funded. However, in recent years, the National
Park Service has amassed an estimated cumulative monetary shortfall of $9 1 billion." This
lack of funding has impeded the Park Service's
ability to protect its natural, historic and cultural assets."
Thanks in large part to Senator Craig
Thomas of Wyoming, 3 Congress recently
enacted legislation designed to increase park
funding. In 1997, Senator Thomas launched his
"Vision 2020" legislation, a comprehensive
funding strategy designed to enrich and
expand the national park system into the next
century. Under Senator Thomas' 'Vision 2020"
bill, our national parks would receive supplemental funding as a result of higher entrance
fees, the issuance of bonds, private donations,
corporate partnerships, higher fees on larger
concessionaires, and fees on movies and television shows filmed on national park lands.'5
The National Parks Omnibus Management Act
of 19986 provided for, among other things,
9. See Jennifer Langston, Yellowstone National Park Plagued
with Sewage Spills, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIB. Bus. NEWS, August 8, 1999.
availablein 1999 WL 22004568.
i0. See, e.g.. Thomas C. Kieman, A Difficult Choice NAT'L
PARKS, May i, 1999, at 6, available in 1999 WL 8568557; William 1.

Chandler, The Preservation Challenge, N&A'L PARKS, March I, 1999, at
40, available in 1999 WL 8568555.
Ii. See. e.g.. Satchell, supra note 7. In many instances, the
Park Service has been unable to secure funding from Congress
due to its own Inability to articulate specific needs. See, e.g.,
Student Consultants Help Denali National Park Preserve Estimate Costs,
U.S. NEwswiRE, August II, 1999, available in 1999 WL 22281403.
12. See, e.g.. Kieman, supra note 10, at 6; Chandler, supra
note 10, at 40; Satchell, supra note 7. See also discussion infra
Section II.
13. For his efforts, Senator Thomas recently received the
National Park Conservation Association's 1999 William Penn
Mott, Jr., Leadership Award. See Elizabeth G. Daerr, Spotlight Story
National Parks: SenatorHonoredfor ParkProtection,NAT'L PARS, May 1,
1999. at 5i, availablein 1999 WL 8568575.
14. See, e.g., Spotlight Story. National Parks: Key Senator to
Introduce Reform Bill, AMERICAN POL. NE WORK, February 25, 1998.
15. See Daerr, supra note 13. See also NPCA Praises Intent,
Ouestions Specifics of Park Restoration Bill U.S. NEwswmz, February 27,

higher fees on larger concessionaires. 7 Subsequently, Congress enacted legislation providing for higher entrance fees through 2001'1
and increased funding for infrastructure
repairs. 9
This article reviews the recently enacted
funding measures and discusses how this legislation will help supplement our national
parks' budgets. Section II of this article surveys
the numerous problems confronting our
national parks. Section III examines and critiques recent congressional funding initiatives
and explains how these initiatives will provide
additional funds for national parks. Finally,
Section IV concludes by urging Congress and
the American people to continue to search for
and enact unique funding measures to ensure
that our national parks receive sufficient funding throughout the twenty-first cenf:ury.
11. The Current State of Our National Parks
The mission of the National Park Service Is
to conserve natural, cultural and historic
resources for present and future generations.0
Specifically, our national parks were created to
permanently protect nationally significant
resources for the education, enrichment and
enjoyment of future generations of Americans.' As a result, the national park system
1998, available in 1998 WL 5683401.
16. 112 Stat. 3497 (1998). The President signed the bill on
November 13,1 999.
17. Other reforms In the bill Include: park and budget
reforms; increased and updated training for park officials; and a
new, and hopefully less political, system for evaluating potential
additions to the national park system. See, e g,. Government Press
Release: PresidentHails Effort as "Major Victory* for cultural and Natural
Resources, 105th Cong. (1998) (statement of Senator Thomas),
availablein 1998 WL 19793573.
18. See Daniel B. Wood, Fee Hikes Pay 01), CHRISTIAN Sci.
MONITOR, July 1. 1999, at I, availablein 1999 WL 53110491.
19. See Katurah Mackay, Transportation Act Improves Park
Access. NA'VL PARKs, September 1, 1998, at 18, available In 1998 WL
16019728.
20. See, e.g., Robin W.Winks, The National Park Service Act of
1916: A Contradictory Mandate, 74 DENY. U. L. REv. !-75, 623 (1997);
Robert B. Keiter National Park Protection: Putting the Organic Act to
Work, OUR COMMON LANIDS
75 (David Simon ed., 1988). The
National Park Service's mission has been reaffirmed and reinforced by subsequent legislation in 1970 and 1978. See 16 U.S.C.
§ 1 (1998).
21.

See, e.g., Winks, supra note 20, at 623.
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has been directed "to conserve the scenery and
the natural and historic objects and the wildlife
therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the
same in such a manner and by such means as
will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment
of future generations. ' 2
This mandate clearly makes the protection
of park resources the highest priority.' Further,
this mandate encourages visitor use, but only
to the extent that it leaves park resources
unimpaired." Unfortunately, the National Park
Service currently faces many obstacles that
have prevented it from fulfilling its mandate.
Numerous articles over the years have detailed
the plight of the park system and the threats
and challenges it faces from within and from
without.2 These threats include: 1) air6 and
water pollution;27 2) internaP and external
development;" 3) visitor activities and overcrowding;" 4) degradation of scenic resources;
and 5) invasion of exotic species." Suffice it to
say that all of these threats directly impact the
22.

16U.S.C.§ L(1998).

23. See. e.g.. Dennis 1.Herman,. Lng Them to Death Legal
Controls on the Type and Scale of Development in the National Parks. II
STAN. Evivn,. LJ.3 (1992).
24. See id.
25. See. e.g.. Jan G. Laitos. National Parks and the Recreation
Resource, 74 DEny. U. L.REv. 847 (1997).
26. For example, at Grand Canyon National Park. views of
the spectacular scenery are severely threatened by air pollution.
The Moiave power plant, fifty miles from the canyon in Laughlin,
Nevada, is the largest single source of sulfurdioxide emissions in
Nevada. The Molave plant delivers significant air pollutants to
the canyon under prevailing westerly wind conditions. Inaddition, air pollution from as far away as Los Angeles and Phoenix.
as well as vehicle emissions from within the park. reduce air quality and visibility at the park. On July I, 1999, the EPA proposed a
controversial plan to reduce haze at the Grand Canyon. See Oh.
Say, Can You See
?.21 AMicus JouRNAL 3,July I.1999. availa'ein
1999WL 35204 I0.
27. At Everglades National Park decades of development
have polluted the waters and endangered the park's wildlife. See,
e.g.. Richard 1. Ansson. Jr., Protecting and Preserving Our National
Parks:The Everglades National Park Restoration Project,VA. Ewnvr. L REv.
(forthcoming 2000).
28. Development of private land holdings within parks has
also been a source of endangerment for our parks. A recently
released report indicates that more than 200,000 acres of privately held land within parks are in imminent danger of being developed. See Ken Ward. Jr.. National Group Pushesfor BackiaterPark. THF
CHARLESTON GAZErm, August 26, 1999. at PIC. availale in 1999 WL
6742741. For example, in Grand Teton National Park. a family
recently subdivided its lands with the Intent to sell the property
to developers. See id. Meanwhile, at the U.S. Virgin Islands
National Park on St. John, quarter-acre lots are being sold for one
million dollars per lot.See Pnvate Land Inside Park Vexes Group. THAE
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quality of the national park experience and the
Park Services ability to protect and manage
park resources.
Even our most popular parks are not
immune to the threats and problems of the
national park system. Three of our best known
and loved parks, Yellowstone, Yosemite and
the Grand Canyon, face a number of pressing
management and resource protection problems, ranging from direct impacts such as overuse to indirect effects such as air pollution,
wildlife management and nearby developmentf
Like most of our parks, our -crown jewelnational parks cannot adequately combat
these threats because they suffer from an inadequate level of funding. Yellowstone National
Park, which has an annual budget of $30 million, needs major infrastructure repairs.Y
Currently, the park needs $300 million to repair
roads, $30 million to repair the sewage system
and millions more for other needsY' This lack
SALT LmE Tkii., August 27, 1999. at AI0, avadlbe in 1999 WL
3376362.
29, At MolaveNational Preserve, a mine may expand near
the park and threaten the parks desert wilderness. See Katurah
Mackay. Desert Park NUds Spprt, N&'L PAmRs. November i. 1998,
at 21. available in 1998 WL 16018753. Kathenne M. Heinnch, Mine
Near Molav May Expand- Mining Company Has Histonj of Spills inand
Near the Park, NA1L PARKs, luly17. 1997, at 14, availdle in 1997 WL
9300271,The 1.4 million acre Mojave National Preserve protects
the 600 foot high Kelso Dunes, the worlds largest and thickest
Joshua tree forests, and three dozen volcanic cinder cones. See
Clayton E Jackson, Sandy Pontis, NAfL Pms, May 15, 1996, at 47.
availabletn 1996 WL 9224094,
30. Visitor overcrowding is detrimental to our parks.
Additionally, our parks are threatened by human activities that
are Incompatible with the natural environment.
31. Many of our parks have expenenced invasions of exotIc species. For example, at Haleakala National Park. many native
species have been driven to extinction because of the invasion of
non-native plants, insects, reptiles and viruses that continue to
undermine the parks blodiversity See H. Josef Hebert,
EnvironomntalstsSound Alarm over Threat to Nation! Parksjsomez
Pxess NEwswfS, April 21,1999, Seee 9. Te Wdrxess Soiety Issues
'15Most Endangered Wild Lands 1999 Report. US. NEwswiRE. June 21.
1999. available in 1999 WL 4636978; George Wuerthner Aefte
Invasion Exotic Plant andAnimal Species Are One of the Gravest Threats to
Native Fiora and Faux of the Natinal Paris. N&L PAs, November
21. 1996, at 32. available in 1996 WL 9224124,
32 See. e g. Bob Moen, 'Geyser"o Effluent Srms Yelowst~ones
Budget, L TImES, at Bi.aail bkl 1999WL 2176227Clarke.supra
note 4. at 22; Whitman, supra note 2. at 18.
33 Sm Fees Give Park Fith of Baud, Yostone Disclses
Fundng for Fint Time. Damvri PosT, May 7. 1999, at A34. availble in
1999 WL 7882854.
34

See Moen. supre note 32.at BI.
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of funding has been detrimental to Yellowstone's welfare. In two separate incidents last
year, raw sewage leaked into Yellowstone Lake
and a creek near Old Faithful. This year, in an
effort to thwart a catastrophic failure of the
outdated sewage system, park officials dumped six and a half million gallons of treated
sewage into a meadow." Without more funding
from Congress or supplemental sources,
Yellowstone officials will be unable to maintain and preserve the park.
III. Protecting and Preserving Our National
Parks
Why have our national parks fallen into
such disrepair" Why have our parks not been
properly protected? Why hasn't the Park Service fulfilled its statutory oblig tion? The answers to each of these questions is simple. Over
the past twenty-five years, our national parks
have not been adequately funded, park administrators have mismanaged funds and the
6
parks have been flooded with visitors?
Presently, the National Park Service has a
cumulative monetary shortfall of approximately $9 1 billion." The shortfall is a result of a
backlog of resource protection projects,
unfunded operations, construction projects
and land acquisitions?8 The shortfall has inhibited the Park Service's ability to care for its
priceless natural, cultural and historical assets;
to prevent the steady deterioration of roads,
buildings, sewers and other infrastructure; and
35.

See id. It is estimated that the three million people who

visit Yellowstone will create 270 million gallons of waste. See id.
36. See Ansson, supra note I. at 7-23. Between 1977 and
1997, park funding has seen a $202 million decline in revenue
when counted In constant dollars. See Carol Estes, A Culture in
Ruins: Across the Nation. Thousands of Historic Sites and Objects Are
Succumbing to Inadequate Funding and Misplaced Priorities,NAr'L PARKS,
May 1, 1997, at 34. availablein 1997 WL 3398376.
37.

See Satchell, supra note 7. at 15.

38. See Park Project Financing:Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
National Parks, HistoricPreservation. and Recreation, United States Senate.
on Revenue Bonds to Finance Capital Projects in National Parks. 105th
Cong. (1997) (statement of Albert C. Eisenberg, Deputy Director
of Conservation Policy for the National Parks and Conservation
Association), available in 1997 WL 1415214 i.
39. See Ansson, supra note 1, at 2-3.
40. See Mark Johnson, Ads Feature National Parks, Landmarks
in Dual Publicity, THE SE'r E IMmEs.
February 14, 1999, at AI 8, avail-
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to fund many of the parks' scientific programs. 9

Our parks can best be protected through
increased appropriations. In the past several
years, Congress has provided our national
parks with more funds. For Instance, Congress
appropriated $1.5 billion for national parks and
monuments in 1998.0 Congress has directed
some of these monies toward providing additional funding for staffing, maintenance, visitor
services, interpretation and park protection.
Yet, this level of funding has failed to even
begin to address the numerous problems confronting our parks. To its credit, Congress has
recently enacted legislation that wi 1 allow the
parks to receive more monies fro'm non-governmental sources.,' The following subsections
analyze the funding initiatives Congress
recently enacted, and examine how these funding initiatives will provide much needed supplemental funding to our national parks.
A. Fee Demonstration Program
In 1996, Congress enacted a Fee Demonstration Program that allowed our smaller
parks, such as Sequoia, to increase their fees
from five to ten dollars, and larger parks, such
as the Grand Canyon, to increase their fees
from ten to twenty dollars."2 This experimental
three year program raised an extra $150 million
in one year, a ten percent budge: increase."
Under this plan, parks keep eighty percent of
the fees they collect." The remaining twenty
percent is placed in a national fund for use by
able in 1999 WL 6257090.
41.

See discussion infra Section IIIA-C.

42. See Wood, supra note 18, at i.This was the first time the
parks had increased fees since 1916. See id The program only
allowed 100 of our parks to participate. See Catherine Kozak, Outer
Banks Parks Don't Make List, THE VIRGINIAN-PILOT, August 19, 1999, at
BI. availablein 1999 WL 21860464. If one of the participating parks
drops out, then the remaining parks may compe:e for that park's
former spot. See id. For instance. Great Smoky Mcuntain National
Park recently vacated a spot and it was awarded to Lake Mead
National Recreation Area. See id
43.

See Wood, supra note 18,at I.

44. See id. Under this financing scheme. Death Valley
received an additional $800.000 in 1998. See id The fees collected
comprise a significant portion of the monies the parks receive,
For example. Yellowstone collected $6.3 million in entrance fees,
accounting for twenty-one percent of its budget, See Fees Give Park
Fifth of Budget: Yellowstone Discloses Fundingfor First Tixne,supra note 33,
atA34.
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parks that do not collect fees.4!' With the extra
money, parks have been able to fix water and
sewer lines, repair and build trails, clear vistas,
re-strip roads and erect ranger stations." At
Yellowstone National Park, the Fee Demonstration Program has allowed the park to collect an
additional $2.2 million in 1998 and $3.9 million in
1999.' The park has used these extra monies to
repair and rehabilitate roads ($414,000); fix trails
and overlooks ($244,000); upgrade communications wiring and install a new radio repeater
($95,000); replace docks on Yellow-stone Lake
($55,000); buy alternative snowmobile fuels
($31,000); begin design work on a museum to
house archives and museum collections
($30,000); study the relationship between winter
roads and bison ($25,000); and make the
Madison amphitheater accessible to the physically-challenged ($3,000).4
At Grand Canyon National Park, park officials
have used the $6.8 million collected to partially
finance a light-rail system, which will transport
visitors from the parking lots to the south rim."
Additionally, the park has also used the funds to
build access roads, an entrance lane for pre-paid
visitors, and a curatorial facility that contains
items ranging from Pueblo pottery to 10,000year-old giant sloth bones' As a result of the
success of the Fee Demonstration Program,
Congress recently extended the program through
2001."

45.

See Wood, supra note i8,at i.

46. See id.
See iennifer Langston. Visitors' Fees Pay for Irproimxentsat
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIB. Bus. NEWS. August 8, i999. available
in 1999 WL 22005925.
47.

Yellowstone,
48.

See id.

49.

See Wood, supra note 18, at i.

50.

See id.

5 i. See id. Reports show that eighty-five percent of national park visitors were either satisfied with the new fees or thought
they were too low. See id. However, the National Parks and
Conservation Association is concerned that the fees are not
entirely fair because, in some places, such as the Grand Canyon,
higher fees are charged for backcountry hiking permits and rafting. See id.
52. See Michael Mantell, Preservation and Use. Concessions in
the National Parks, 8 EcoLoaY LO. 14-15. 28-29 (1979).
53.

See id.

54. See id.

B. National Parks Omnlbus Management Act
of 1998

1. ConcesionsReform
Historically, in an effort to entice companies

to provide services and accommodations in areas
that are remote and sparsely visited, the Park
Service granted monopolies to companies that

received concession contracts

2

The policy of

granting monopoly status originated with

Stephen Mather, the agency's first director." He
wanted to encourage private investment, while
ensuring that the nation's most cherished areas
were not subjected to unchecked capitalism." "As
modem transportation made the parks more
accessible and concession profits grew, many of
the old policies persisted, including low fees and
& ' In
preferential treatment for contract holders.
1965. Congress adopted the Concessions Policy
Act ("1965 Act"), which offered companies exdusive long-term contracts, preferential right of
renewal, and the opportunity to profit from
investments in buildings and other structures
constructed by concessionaires." The 1965 Act
offered these lucrative contracts to offset the substantial risk of locating to the national parks
This Park Service policy was necessary
because many early entrepreneurs struggled to
turn a profit in the parks. Today, that is not the
case; the concessionaire industry is booming-' In
1996. concessionaires grossed more than $714
million but, pursuant to their lucrative contracts,
only paid the parks about two percent of their
overall returns." Under the 1965 Act, some
55. Sandi DoughtonThom_ A Celbnitio of Mount RainierRainier Inc GSI Doa Well Do ng Business in Lie Park- Exclusive
ConcessionaireTook in $6 35 Million In '9& THE; NEws Ts., May 30.
1999. at 6. availalie in 1999 WL 3259470.
56 See Owesight of Natioxal Park Service Concessions
Management Hearing Beo[r tie Smet Subcotm on: Parks. Historic
Preservtionand Recrmho. 105th Cong. (1997) (statement of Philip
H. voorhees, Associate Director of Policy Development. National
Parks and Conservation Association). available in 1997 WL
11235475,
57

See Mantell. supra note 52, at 28-29.

58

See Doughton. supra note 55. at 6.

59 See Gowrntment PAss Reiest Murkowski Supports Concession
Refornn-Signs on to Owrall NPS Rform Bill. 105th cong. (1998)
(statement of Alaska Senator Frank H. MurkowskUd. avai b e in
1998 WL 7323349; Wendy Mitman Clark. Insufficient Funds:
Appropriations Have Not Kept Pace with Pgrk Visiation and Expansion
Faced with Shiting Prionties and a Growji Maintxentac Backlo the Park
Service is Struggling to Make Ends Meet NAT'L PAxs. July 17. 1997, at
26, available in 1997 WL 9300274.
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national park concessionaires have made a
killing. For instance, Yosemite Park and Curry
Company, which formerly serviced Yosemite
National Park, paid the Park Service less than
one percent of its $100 million annual gross

Volume 6,Number 1

In the early to mid 1990s, the National Park
Service entered into experimental contracts
with concessionaires. The Park Service shortened the length of the concession contract,
allowed for competitive bidding upon renewal
of the contract and increased the percentage of
proceeds the contractor was required to pay to
the park. Delaware North Companies, Inc.,65 was
one of the first companies to enter into an
experimental concessionaires contract. In 1992,

Yosemite Park and Curry Company was purchased by a foreign firm and disqualified from
operating its concessions busine3s. Delaware
North was subsequently awarded a concessionaires contract to service Yosemite National
Park.6 Underthe terms of the contract, Delaware
North agreed to pay $60 million to buy out
Yosemite Park and Curry Company, $12 million
to clean up twenty-seven leaking underground
fuel tanks, and four and a half percent of its
gross sales toward a capital improvement fund
for the park. 7 Additionally, the 1992 agreement
provided that the contract term would only be
fifteen years and, at the end of that period,
Delaware North would have to compete with
other interested parties for the coritract. Since
winning the contract, Delaware North has paid
more than $13 million into the capital improvement fund, which has been used to renovate the
Ahwahnee Hotel and restore Glacier Point overlook.6
With the success of the experimental contract between Delaware North and the National
Park Service, national park advocates began
tenaciously lobbying Congress to reform the
1965 Act. In the fall of 1998, Congress, much to
the delight of national park advocates, revoked
the 1965 Act when it passed the National Parks
Omnibus Management Act ("1998 Act")." In
passing the 1998 Act, Congress allows the
National Park Service to enter irto Delaware
North-type contracts with all new concessionaires." Specifically, the 1998 Act increases com-

60. See Oversight Heanngs on Concession Reform: Before the
Comm. on Resources, Subcomm. on National Parks, Preservation, and
Recreation, 105th Cong. (1998) (statement of William I. Bissett. Vice
President Government Affairs, Delaware North Companies. Inc.),
available in 1998 WL !15117228.

66. See Oversight Heanng on Concessions Refom Before the House
Comm. on Resources Subcomm on National Parks and Public Lands,
105th Cong. (1998) (statement of William I. Bissett, Vice
President Government Affairs, Delaware North Companies, Inc),
availablein 1998 WL 8993882.

61. Guest Services, Inc., is a pnvate concessionaires company that was founded by the grandson of Ulysses S. Grant. See
Doughton, supra note 55, at 6.

67. See David Robinson, A New Model for L S Parks Delaware
North Wins Kudos for Its Operations in National Paiks, BUFFALO NEWS,
April 26, 1998, at BI6, availablein 1998 WL 6012766. In the end, the
company paid between seventeen and twenty percent of Its revenues for fees, rights and park improvements, See Id

revenues.
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However, not all contracts entered into
under the 1965 Act have been as lucrative. For
example, Guest Services, Inc., 1 which services
Mount Rainier National Park, grossed $6.35 million in 1998 and paid six percent, or nearly
$400,000 of its gross receipts, to the National
Park Service.Y Under the terms of its contract,
the Park Service can only use these monies on
buildings that Guest Services, Inc. uses for its
operations owned by the Park Service, places
like Paradise Inn and Sunrise Lodge.63 Hence,

even those concessionaires who pay more in
concessions returns still fair very well. As a
result of these exceptionally favorable contracts, many national parks advocates lobbied
Congress for comprehensive legislation to
M
reform the 1965 Act.6

62. See id. Guest Services' contract at Mount Rainier
National Park extends until 2012. See id.
63. See id.
64. See Oversight of National Park Service Concessions
Management (statement of Voorhees), supra note 56.
65. Delaware North was founded in 1915 by Marvin,
Chires and Louis lacobs. See Delaware North
Billion Dollar Niche
Player, FooD MGMT., December I, 1998, available in 1998 WL
20976897. The company Initially sold peanuts in theaters in
Buffalo, New York. See id. Today, it stands as a maior player in our
national park's concessionaires industry, and was a key catalyst in
Igniting reform in national park concessionaires' laws. See id.

68. See Oversight Heanng on Concessions Refmrm (statement of
Bissett), supra note 60.
69. See Robinson, supra note 68. See also Mark Grossi, Glacier
Point Cleanup Applauded Most of the $ 3 2 Million Ristoration Cost Came
From Concession Contract, THE FRESNO BEE, September i0, 1997, at
BI, available in 1997 WL 3919254.
70.

See 16U.S.C.§ 5901 (1998).

71. Delaware North, which won the con:essions contract
at Sequoia National Park, has just completed building a yearround 102-room lodge in Wukasachl Village. See ShlrleyArbruster,
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petition for private concessionaires' contracts

through open bidding on nearly all contracts of
more than $500,000.1 The 1998 Act also increases the amount of franchise fees concessionaires
pay back to the federal government for the right
to operate in the parks. 3 Additionally, the legislation shortens the length of contracts terms
from thirty years to ten years.7 Further, it establishes a new formula for reasonably compensating concessionaires for capital investments in
parks and establishes an advisory board to recommend improvements to the concessions
management program.7 In all, this legislation
will significantly increase competition for contracts and boost park revenues by as much as
$50 million.7 As a result, the national parks have
gained a viable source for additional supplemental funding.
2. Promotion of Local FundRaising
Endeavors
For many years, our national parks have
received donations from non-profit organizations. For example, the Nature Conservancy
received a $1 million gift from Great Outdoors
Colorado!7 The Conservancy used this money to
acquire 29,000 acres of the Medano Zapata
Ranch in Colorado.' The 100,000-acre ranch
spans the Great Sand Dunes National MonuThe Wuksachi.Lodge Is a Natural for Visit s Enjoying the Magnificence o
Sequoia National Park,THE FRESNo BEE, May 28, 1999, at Ei. available
in 1999 WL 4025391. The new establishment, which opened on
This establishMay 28. 1999. was built in less than a year. See id.
ment replaces the venerable Giant Forest Village. See id.
Delaware North also runs concessions at the Kennedy
Space Center. See Delaware North to Sell in Grand Canyon National
Park, BuFmO NEWS, March 5. 1999. available in 1999 WL 4541966.
Additionally, in March 1999, Delaware North signed a letter of
intent to purchase three grocery and retail stores within Grand
Canyon National Park from Babbitt Brothers Trading Company.
See id. Babbitt Bothers, established In 1905. is run by the family of
Secretary of Interior Bruce Babbitt. See id,
72. See 16 U.S.C. §§5952. 5956 (1998). See also Katurah
Mackay, Concession Reform Victory. NATL PAus, January 1, 1999. at
19, available in1999 WL 8568520.
73.

See sources cited supra note 72.

74. See 16 U.S.C.

§ 5953

(1998). Mackay. supra note 72. at

19.
75.

See 16 U.S.C. §§5954-5955.5957-5958 (1998).

76. See Doughton, supra note 55. at 6.
77. See Nature Group Receives Grant, OMAHA WORLHD-HEeAw.
June 28, 1999, available n 1999 WL 4505319.
78. See id.

mentO The Conservancy plans to purchase the
remaining acreage, which it estimates will cost
about $11.7 million.'0 Additionally, the Conservancy is planning to acquire the Baca Grande
Ranch, which borders the monument, and has
stated that it will probably donate all of the
lands it acquires to the Great Sand Dunes
National Monument."
In another recent land acquisition project,
the Conservancy secured the second and third
portions of a five-phase land acquisition plan at
Cumberland Island National Seashore. These
two portions, known as the Greyfield North tract.
contain approximately 1148 acres of pristine oak
forests, marshlands and undeveloped Atlantic
beaches." The Greyfield North tract lies within
the park's designated wilderness and contains
important cultural resources, such as the slave
cabins at Stafford Plantation." Shortly after the
Conservancy purchased the lands, the National
Parks Conservation Association facilitated an
agreement with Congress, whereby Congress
agreed to reimburse the Conservancy $6.4 million for the purchase of these two tracks'
A number of smaller groups have also raised
monies for our national parks." Save the Chalets
has endeavored to raise monies to restore
Glacier National Parks historic Granite Park
backcountry chalets When the organization
79

Seead

80

Seeid

Soon. THE
81 See Cmpbell Park Sltus for Dunes Unlikely
CownRAo SPNGs GAzEm TEuL ,GAlune 3,1999, at AS.
82 See Katurah Mackay, Hstoric Dail Pro(tcs Sezhore, N&r'L
PAR s, March i. 1999. at 12,vaalakam1999 WL 8568541,
83 S nyd
84

Seead

85 See id U.S. Senator Max Cleveland jD-GA), U.S. Rep.
lack Kingston (R-GA) and US.Rep. Ralph Regula (R-OH) helped
secure the agreement See ad
86, Many of these groups receive monies from private
donations. The Washington National Park Fund recently received
a Si.5 million gift from Norman MacDonald, Mr MacDonald, a
businessman employed by General Motors for over thirty years,
arranged to have his whole estate given to the Washington
National Park Fund. The Fund buys and preserves land in
Washington for national parks. Ste iohn Hughes, Wilderness Getting
a Boost from Donors" Bequasls Coisenaioln Some Beme cois Dedicate
Estates to Preserving Open ILad Trend Is Expeted to
Thar Entire
Accelrte as Biaby 13oome Age. LA TWEs. September 19, 1999. at
B4.silable in 1999 WL 26177334.
87 See Saw the Chalets, FarSlor, Cksim Dramati Changes n
Pirss NEwsmitz, May 12. 1999.
T ciW. Assoc
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was formed in 1993, Congress provided $3.1
million for the project, with the explicit understanding that Save the Chalets would raise
another $1.2 million." Since 1993, Glacier
National Park has used its congressional funding to refurbish one of the chalets and has
received $100,000 from Save the Chalets' fundraising efforts."'
In the 1998 Act, Congress recognized the
importance of receiving funds from non-profit
organizations. As such, it provided for the
National Park Foundation to "design and
implement a comprehensive program to assist
and promote philanthropic programs of support at the individual national park unit level."10
The 1998 Act further provides:
(b) The program
shall be
implemented to
(1) assist in the creation of
local nonprofit support organizations; and
(2) provide support, national
consistency and managementimproving suggestions for
local nonprofit support organizations.
(c) The program
shall include
the greatest number of national
park units as practicable.
(d) The program
shall include, at a
minimum
(I) a standard adaptable organizational design format to
establish and sustain responsible management of a local
nonprofit support organization
for support of a national park
unit,
(2) standard and legally tenable bylaws and recommended money-handling proce88. See id.
89. See id.
90. 16 u.S.C. § 190 (1998). This portion of the 1998 Act
amends the National Park Foundation Act found at 16 U.S.C. § 19
(1998).
Private funding for our national parks is relied upon more
and more. For example, the SI00 million World War ii Veterans
Monument is being built without any federal funding. See Ken
Sean O'Donoghue. Memonal to WWII on Track, HOUSTON CHRON., July

Mourm 6, Numnber 1

dures that can easily be adapted as applied to individual
park units; and
(3) a standard training curiculum to orient and expand the
operating expertise of personnel employed by local nonprofit support organizations."
By establishing this program, Congress has
signaled that new non-profit organizations will
not only provide needed supplemental funding
to our parks, but they will do so in a more efficient and calculated manner. Additionally,
Congress has provided that the 1998 Act does
not require an existing non-profit organization
to modify current practices or affiliate with the
Foundation, nor does it require any organizations established as a result of the section be
permanently affiliated with the Foundation."
Thus, by so denoting, Congress has facilitated
non-profit organization participation and maximized the level of potential supplemental
funding available to our parks.
3. Park Budgets and Accountability
Over the years, the National Park Service
has misused many of the funds appropriated to
it." The Park Service recently spent $333,000 on
a two-toilet outhouse at Delaware Gap
National Recreation Area, $1 million on an
outhouse at Glacier National Park, $8 million
on a visitors' center in Seward, Alaska, and
$584,000 per employee housing unit built in
4
YosemiteY.
Additionally, the Park Service annu-

ally spends ninety percent of its funds on construction projects and less than ten percent on
resource management. As a result of the Park
Service's mishandling and misuse of appropnations, Congress included a monetary accountability provision in the 1998 Act.6
Under the 1998 Act, each unit of the park
I, 1999, available in 1999 WL 3998517.
91. 16 U.S.C. § 190 (1998).
92.

See id.

93. See Ansson, supra note i. at 21-23.
94. See id.
95.

See id.

96. See 16 U.S.C. § 5914 (1998).
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system must prepare for public release a fiveyear strategic plan and an annual performance
plan9 Additionally, each unit must make its
budget public." The 1998 Act requires the parks
to include, at a minimum, funding allocations
for resource preservation (including resource
management), visitor services (including maintenance, interpretation, law enforcement, and
search and rescue), and administration." Park
budgets should also include allocations into
each of the above categories of all funds
retained from fees collected for that year including, but not limited to, special use permits, concession franchise fees, and recreation use and
entrance fees."°
Yellowstone National Park was one of the
first parks to disclose its budget for park operations.' The report indicated that the park's overall budget was $30 million and $6.3 million, or
approximately twenty-one percent, of its budget
was collected from entrance fees.' The park
expended its monies as follows: $12.3 million
was used to fund facility maintenance and operations, including plowing park roads, road and
trail maintenance, campground care and utility
operations; $9.5 million was used to fund visitor
services, including law enforcement, firefighting
and visitor centers; and $5 million was used to
fund resource protection programs, including
wildlife and fishenes research and management,
and archaeological research and protection.' 3
These provisions should aid individual park
units in developing a higher level of accountability. Under the 1998 Act, each individual park
97.

See id.

98.

See id.

99.

See id.

10.

See id.

I0i.

See Fees Give Park Fifth of Budget supra note 33, at A34.

i02.

See id.

103.

See id.

104.

See id.

See, e.g.. Jim Hughes. Rocky Mountain Park Gets First
Bluepnnt for Business Grad Students Designing Plan, DFNVER POST,
August 14, 1999, at A22. availablein 1999 WL 7891477.
105.

106.
107.
note 11.

See id.
See Student Consultants Help Denali National Park, supra

108. See Hughes, supra note 105, atA22.
109.

See id.

unit will be forced to disdose five-year strategic
plans, annual performance plans and detailed
budget information.'' If the park units follow the
mandates of the 1998 Act, our parks should be
able to allocate their funds more effectively and
efficiently.
In light of these new provisions, and in an
effort to help our national parks establish better
monetary accounting practices, the non-profit
National Parks and ConservationAssociation, in
partnershipwith the National Park Service and a
consortium of supporters led by the Henry P.
Kendall Foundation, founded a national park
summer internship program for accomplished
accounting and public policy graduate students.io1 In 1998, the program placed thirteen
students in eight parks and, in 1999, the program increased to seventeen students in twelve
parks.' The student consultants have advised
the parks on managing resources, personnel and
infrastructure, and the program has been considered a success.'
At Rocky Mountain National Park, two graduate students from Harvard and Stanford spent
ten weeks delving into the park's accounting
statements and supplies inventories."' The Park
is currently facing an estimated $72 million
shortfall,'" and budget restraints have caused
noticeable neglect." The consultants noted that
there were no crews to repair the historic rock
wall each year, to rehabilitate backcountry
campsites, to clear culverts of winter debris, or
to remove litter from the paved roads."' A business plan formulated by the consultants
1i0 See Student Consultants Hdp Rocdy Mountain National
Park Estimae Costs, US, Nrwswiu-. August It. 1999. available in
1999 WL 22281406
III Set id Consultants at Denali National Park found
that there is a lack of funding for routine maintenance and new
infrastructure, yet the park is expending monies on a number of
new (unneeded) prolects. See Student Consultants Help Denali

National Park, supra note 1I. At Lake Mead National Recreation
Area, consultants found that. due to a lack of funding, Lake
Mead Is unable to have law enforcement staff on-call twenty-four
hours a day dunng heavy visitation penods, See Student

Consultants Hdp Lake Me

Estimate Costs, Program Works to Analyze

National Park Spending Netds, U.S NEwswit August 11. 1999aailable in 1999 WL 22281404 At Mount Rainier National Park, consultants found that the park has a difficult time planning for
summer projects because they are not informed of how much

money they will receive until March, See Yale Consultant Helps Mi.
Rainier Estimate Costs. Program Works to Anatuze National Park
Spending Needs, US, Nrwswr, August 11. 1999, available in 1999
WL 22281407.
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should help the park staff focus on fiscal realities and better plan for the future."2 Additionally, the business plan will assist park officials in
preparingan accountingsheet for federal funds,
an especially important accomplishment since
park officials have never before been required to
submit a detailed request to Congress."'
4. Cooperative Agreements and
Scientific Management
As a result of the lack of funds, many of the
parks have been forced to eliminate their scientific studies programs. 4 Yellowstone National
Park discontinued several programs, including a
study on preventingthe infiltration of damaging
species, a program monitoring geothermal
activity, and a program tracking wildlife conditions." In the 1998 Act, Congress enacted a
unique provision designed to facilitate scientific studies programs within our parks." 6 Under
that provision, the Secretary of Interior is
authorized
to enter into cooperative agreements with colleges and universities, including but not limited to
'grant schools, in partnership with
other Federal or State agencies, to
establish cooperative study units
to conduct multi-disciplinary
research and develop integrated
information products on the
resources of the national park system, or the larger region of which
parks are a part."7
This provision encourages parks to seek
valuable scientific research from colleges and
universities. In turn, the provision provides
112.

See Hughes, supra note 105, at A22.

113.

See id.

114, SeeAnsson, supranote I.at3, iO-11.
115. See id.
116,

See 16 U.S.C. § 5933 (1998).

It7.

Id.

118. See Canon Sponsors First National Park PartnershipAward to
Recognize Leaders in Environmental Conservation, P.R. NEWSWIRE, April
21, 1999.
119.

Seeid.

Voum 6,
Number 11
6,Number
Volume
research departmentswith real-life laboratories.
Prior to the passage of the 1998 Act, at least one
college and park had successfully entered into
this type of agreement. Shasta-Tehama-Trinity
Joint Community College and Whiskeytown
National Recreation Area developed a partnership whereby the community college helped the
park restore the 300-acre Paige-Bar Watershed
in Northern California." 8 Since then, the two
groups have worked together to improve the
habitat of diminishing salmon populations and
to restore degraded landscapes. Additionally,
the program has provided the college and the
park an opportunityto share expertise and technology, and has given the students valuable
training in restoration ecology.19 Most recently,
the college and park gave presentations at the
Coordinated Resource Management Planning
Group for the Lower Clear Creek Watershed.' m
The program has been so successful that it was
presented with the National Park Partnership
Award in the Environmental Conservation
Category.'2'
Since the passage of the 1098 Act, the
University of California announced that its new
campus at Merced would join forces with
Yosemite and Sequoia-Kings Canyon National
Parks.'22 The University of California and
National Park Service officials hail this partnership as a win-win situation. Students and faculty will have a site where they can conduct
research and the Park Service will receive muchneeded resources.'23 The University of California
is already conducting two demoistration research prolects, both of which are screly needed
by park officials. 2' One of the studies focuses on
transportation issues in Yosemite, and the other
will decode a three-year Sierra ecosystem study
for local and regional planners.' 2'
120. See id.
121. See id. The Environmental Conservation Award is presented for prolects that "improve the habitat o rare, threatened

and endangered species: that restore disturbed lands; or that
enhance and beautify parks and adjacent areas," Id
122. See John G. Taylor, U.C Forges Ties to National Parks
PartnershipWould Benefit the Proposed U.C Merced cimpus,THE FRcSNO
BEE, March 29, 1999, at BI, availablein 1999 WL 41017147.
123.

See id.

124.

See id.

125.

See id.
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5. New Guidelines for Admitting New
Parks
The establishment of a national park is a

daunting commitment because it requires
funding for the protection of cultural, historic
and natural resources; funding for the purchase of park lands, which may require acquiring millions of acres; and enough monies to
provide facilities for visitors to have access to
and enjoy the area." However, within the last
thirty years, the number of parks under the
control of the National Park Service has risen
from 259 to 374.1n Although it is important that
the federal government continue to set aside
protected land, the majority of these parks
were created by congressional members who
126. See Conservation and Reinvestment: Heanngs on S. 819. Before
the Senate Comrm. on Energy and Natural Resourres, 106th Cong. (1999)
(statement of Thomas C. Kiernan, President of the National Parks
and ConservationAssocation)avaiable in 1999 WL 16947227.
127. SeeAnsson.supra note I, at 19-21.
128. See id. With national parks currentlypumpingSl 0 bilion
annually into local economies, many members of Congress view
national parks as a potential monetary bonanza for their respective
distncts.See id. Additionally,those who have parks within theirdistncts push for those parks to receive national park status. Many
national monuments push for national park status because it can
translate into more notonety visitors, funds and protection. Public
officials around the Great Sand Dunes National Monument In
Colorado. which was established in 1932 to protect thirty-nine
miles of spectacular 300 to 700 foot. vertical drop sand dunes, have
lobbied Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell (R-CO) to push for
national park status for 'their" park. See CarpdL ParkStaluslorDunes
Unlikely Soon, THE GAZETIE, June 3, 1999. at 8. available in 1999 WL
6194225. In response, Senator Campbell stated that he Is not
against the monument becominga national park. however, he has
warned public offiials that it will probably not happen any time
soon. See id.
129. Senator Campbell has fought for over ten years to
secure national park status for the Black Canyon of the Gunnison
National Monument.See Mary Boyle. Canyon Wins Support for National
Park Status, KNiGHT-PWoE TiuB. Bus. NEws, May 7. 1999, available in
1999 WL 17337131. Foryears, federal agencies have been opposed
to the idea because they daimed the park was too small. See id
Federal agencies now support national park status as long as
Congress follows through on the proposed expansion of the park.
See id. On September 27, 1999, Congress overwhelmingly voted to
make BlackCanyon of the GunnisonAmenca's fifty-flfthand newest
national park See House Backs Black Canyon as Park, DEvm Rocxy
MOUNTAN NEWs, September 28, 1999. at 5A. availafe in 1999 WL
6662215. See also Nancy Lofholm, Black Canyon on Bnnk of NationalStar
Status, DENvm PosT, October 10, 1999, at Al. available in 1999 WL
27558623.
130. See Satchel1.supra note 7.
131. See 16 U.S.C. § I (1998). This provision amends the
national parksystem General AuthoritiesAct. See 16 U.S.C. § la-5
(1998).
In part the 1998 Act provides
(I)

The Secretary shall complete the study for

wanted to procure a park for their district. It is
interesting to note that the Park Service
deemed many of these new parks either unnecessary or too expensive." For instance, one
congressman had $66 million appropriated to
create Steamtown National Historic Site in
Scranton, Pennsylvania, in part because he
hoped that it would revitalize the "Rust Belt. " 9
In an effort to depoliticize the creation of
national parks, the 1998 Act reforms the
process for considering additions to the
national park system.'" The guidelines are rigorous and they ensure that lands receiving park
status warrant such status."' As an example,
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt's proposed
550,000-acre monument on the Shivwits
each area for potential Indusion In the national
parksystem within 3 complete fiscal years followIng the date on which funds are first made available forsuch purposes. Each study under this section shall be prepared with appropriateopportun.
ty for public Involvement including at least one
public meeting in the vicinity of the area under
study.and after reasonable eforts to notifypotentiallyaffected landownersand Stateand localgovernments.
(2) in conducting the study, the Secretary shall
consider whether the area under study (A)possesses nationally significant natural or cultural
resources and represents one of the most Important examples of a particular resource type in the
country;and (B)isa sutabeand feasbleaddition
to the system.
Each study:
(A) shall consider the following factors with
regard to the area being studied:
(I) the rarityand integrityof the resources;
(ii) the threats to those resources;
(III) similar resources are already protected in
the national park system or in other public or pnvate ownership,
(iv) the public use potential;
(v) the interpretiveand education potential;
(vi) costs associated with acquisition, development and operation;
(vii) the sodoeconomicimpactsof any designation;
(viii) the level of local and general publicsupport.
and
(Ix) whether the area isofappropnateconfiguration to ensure long-term resource protection and
isitoruse;
(B) shall consider whether direct National Park
Service management or alternative protection by
other public agencies or the private sector is
appropnate for the area.
16 U.S.C. § 1 (1996).
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Plateau in Northern Arizona has, in his estimation, surpassed the guidelines of the 1998
Act.' 2 The Shivwits Plateau, which is comprised
of mostly federal and state land located
between the Grand Canyon and the Utah border,
is a scenic strip of land featuring numerous petroglyphs and stunning views of the Grand
Canyon." 3 Additionally, the plateau is home to a
number of endangered and threatened species.'"" This new proposal is not without controversy, however, as miners and cattle ranchers
fear that national monument status will prevent
them from conductingtheir business ventures.'3'
Unlike advocates of the Shivwits Plateau,
which has received powerful support from
Secretary Babbitt, most groups pushing for an
area to gain national park or national monument status will have a tough time. For example,
a national conservation group has thrown its
support behind the movement to make the
Blackwater Canyon in West Virginia a national
park. '6 The Blackwater Canyon national park
movement has overwhelming support from
many West Virginians. 3 Over 13,000 people
signed a 'Save the Blackwater Canyon' petition.'38 Additionally, Blackwater Canyon, which is
comprised almost solely of privately-owned land
within the boundaries of the Monongahela
National Forest, is cuFrently threatened by logging and proposed commercial developments.' 9
The national conservation group has been petitioning West Virginia's congressional delegation
to introduce a bill in Congress for a resource
132.

See Michelle Rushlo, Babbitt: Protect Arizona Plateau,THE

COLUMBIAN, June 22,1999, available in 1999 WL 18256444. The

Shlvwits Plateau was named for a band of Paiute Indians. See id.
In the 1970s, the federal government proposed adding this stnp
of land to Grand Canyon National Park. See id. However, the
Senate decided against the plan because, if national park status
had been conferred upon the plateau, numerous cattle ranchers,
many of who come from generations of Arizona strip ranching
families, would have been unable to continue their ranching
operations. See id. in the proposed national monument, Secretary
Babbitt has stated that the grazing rights of ranchers would be
protected. See id. This new proposal is not without controversy
since monument status would prohibit new mining claims, causing some to worry that valuable mineral resources might be inaccessible. See id.
133.

See id.

134. See id.
135.

For more on the controversy, see Rushlo, supra note

136. SeeWard. supra note 28, at PIC.

study of the Blackwater area, the first step in the
creation of a national park." ° Under the park
admittance guidelines, it appears that the land
is threatened and that there is support among
the community for the land gain ing park status.
However, to determine whether the land meets
the remaining requirements, the Interior Department will have to perform an extensive study.
C. TransportationEquity Act of 1he TwentyFirst Century
In the early years, use of cars in the parks
was advocated because it was an inexpensive
means of travel, thereby allowing more people
to enjoy the parks."' As the number of visitors

increased, so has the number of cars. Park officials have come to realize that traffic is aging our
natural lewels.' 4 2 Throughout the Dark system,

the lack of funding has thwarted the Park
Service's ability to prevent the steady deterioration of roads, and has impeded its ability to provide for alternative modes of transportation Into
the parks."' In September 1998, Congress
passed the Transportation Equity Act of the
Twenty-First Century ("TEA 21") which provides
unprecedented funds and authority to the
National Park Service for park transportation
repair, maintenance and rehabilitation projects.'" Under TEA 21, funding for transportation
improvements will increase from $84 million to
$111.5 million in the current fiscal year, and rise
to $165 million for each year thereafter."'

Additionally, the parks will be able to use some
137. Seeid
138.

Seeid

139. See id
140.

See id

141.

See Joe Kolman. A National (Car) Part. Vehicts Mar the

Beauty Their Dnvers Came to See,

DENVER

PosT, June 20. 1999. at B2,

availablein 1999 WL 7887037. In 1907, Mount Rainier was the first
national park to allow vehicles in the park. Ste Joel Connelly,
Rainer's Park Endures Peak Load, SEATTLE POST-INTELIUGENCE, June 17,

1999, available in 1999 WL 6593565. A total of slxy cars traversed
the muddy roads and toured the park that yeai. See Id In 191 I,
President Taft visited and toured the park Ina car, however, mules
had to pull his car part of the way. See id.
142. See Kolman, supra note 14 I,at B2.
143. See Satcheli, supranote 7.
144. See Mackay, supra note 19, at 18. The 'Transportation
EquityAct of the Twenty-First Century"was formerly known as the
"IntermodalSurface Transportation Efficiency Ac:." See Id
145. See id.
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of the $165 million on transportation projects
outside park boundaries.' 4 These additional
funds should assist state and local governments
in implementing alternative transportation
methods.""
Currently, in an effort to ease overcrowding
and traffic jams, park officials at the Grand
Canyon, Yosemite and Zion have begun to
implement alternative transportation systems.'
Park officials at the Grand Canyon, who have
seen the visitation rate almost double in the
past fifteen years from 2.4 million to 4.6 million,
have decided to build a light-rail system."' The
light-rail system, expected to be completed by
2002, will carry up to 4200 visitors per hour in
and out of the park." Visitors will be able to park
their cars in a 3500-space parking lot in Tusayan,
a community six miles south of the Grand
Canyon."' Additionally, park officials are building a forty-five mile 'greenway' for biking and
walking." Park officials estimate that construction costs will hover at $200 million, with $20
million per year operating expenses."' Grand
Canyon officials have used park entrance fees"'
and private partnerships to fund this $200 million project."' In the future, park officials may
146. See id.
147. See id.
148. Congress recently approved $1.8 million for the completion of the new Zion National Park shuttle system. See Utda's
Eye on Congress:Senate Allots Extra Cashfor Utah's Parks.THr SALT LAK
TRiB., September 26, 1999. at A18, availablein 1999 WL 3380844.
149. See Clark, supra note 3, at DI, D2. In 1998, only 4.2 million people visited the Grand Canyon, down twelve percent from
the previous year. See Chnstopher Reynolds, Feier Visit U.S
NationalParks in Western Region Tourism, LA. Times, March 14. 1999.
at L2, available in 1999 WL 2139214. It is believed that the decline
is due, in large part, to fewer Asians taking American vacations.
See id.
150. See Whitman, supra note 2. at 18.
151.

See id.

152.

See id.

153.

See Natural Resources Grand Canyon: Mass Construction

Begins, GiEENwpE, June 21, 1999. The project also Includes a $330
million gateway at Tusayan, 1220 hotel rooms. 250,000 square
feet of commercial space, a visitors center for the park, and an
interpretive and education center to be run by the Museum of
Northern Arizona. See Whitman. supra note 2, at 18.
in August of 1999. federal officials formally announced the
plan to build the Canyon Forest Village on 272 acres of former
national forest land at the south entrance of the park In the town
of Tusayan. See Michael lanofsky, A Grand Deal on Canyon Building.
DENvER PosT. August 6. 1999. at A2, available in 1999 WL 7890943.
Both developers and environmentalists praised the plan. See id

also be able to use funds from TEA 21 to help
fund and maintain its own light-rail system.
Like the Grand Canyon, Yosemite is too
popular for its own good. In the past two
decades, the number of visitors has grown from
two-and-one-half million to more than four million people annually."' With the increase in visitors, Yosemite has experienced some of the
most severe automobile traffic problems of any
of our parks."" Park officials estimate that as
many as 7000 cars are in the park on any given
summer day.' In all, Yosemiteofficials estimate
that one and a half million cars travel through
the seven square-mile valley each year.'"
In fact, the Yosemite General Management
Plan describes automobile traffic as the single
greatest threat to enjoyment of the natural and
scenic qualities of Yosemite. ' The Park Service
is working in a federal-state-local partnership
called the Yosemite Area Regional Transportation Strategy ("YARTS"), whose mission is to
propose a transportation system for the
Yosemite region that will involve bringing dayuse visitors into Yosemite Valley from the gateway communities."' By directing automobile
traffic away from the parks themselves and shifting traffic to gateway communities, YARTS will
The developerswill build thevillagewith pnvate funds.The environmental groups prevailed by pressing for the developers to use
efficient energy systems. recycling programs ratherthan landfills
for waste management. and an ecologically sensible use of water
See id Environmentalists have called this development a model
for development around national parks. See id
154 See Natural Resorres Grand Canyon mass Canstruction
Beons, supra note 153.
155

Seeid

156 Ste Ralne, supra note 4. at A4. Yosemite s problems
are furtheraggravated by the floods that swept through the valley
in the winter of 1997. S&eEnc Nolan. Yosemite Undr Sie. Rock
Sides. crime, Flood Dame. ixteral Bickering
But th Tourists Still
Come in Droves, LA DALY News, June 20, 1999, at T2. availabe in
1999 WL 7026695. Lodging was reduced by twenty percenL Ste id.
Yosemite officials have used this to their advantage and are
returning the valley to its natural state. See Reynolds, supra note
149, at L2. In particular, the Park Service would like to rebuild
campgrounds, lodging, employee housing and visitor facilities
outside the flood plain of the Merced River. See Nolan, supra. at
T2_
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See Ralney,!upra note 4. atA4.

158 See Ymmile Bus Plan Funding to Be HId Over Ned Year
L.A TimEs. June 10, 1999. at A31. available in 1999 WL 2166854.
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enhance service and commercial opportunities
for local economies, while reducing the impact
on the park and providing a better in-park experience for the visitor. While the transportation
strategy is still evolving, YARTS will begin with a
modest pilot program that will send approximately twenty buses a day into Yosemite by the
summer of 2000. ' 62As an incentive to ride the
bus, the Park Service will charge families who
arrive by bus six dollars to enter the park, as
opposed to the normal twenty dollar entrance
63
fee.

Initially, five counties, Madera, Tuolumne,
Merced, Mono and Mariposa, were Involved in
the creation of YARTS.'" However, Madera and
Tuolumne counties pulled out of the plan
because county officials believed that the bus
system would favor routes that primarilypassed
through other counties, particularly California
Route 140 which runs through Merced and
Mariposa counties.'6" Despite the defections,
the National Park Service and the remaining
three counties are continuing to move ahead
with the YARTS project." Additionally, the state
of California granted $2.37 million in funding for
YARTS.'

67

In

June

1999,

the

California

Transportation Commission unanimouslyvoted
to move the $2.37 million to the next fiscal year
to allow the group's board time to find a private
bus operator, lay out plans for future funding
and conduct all necessary environmental studies.'" Yosemite park officials may also be able to
use funds from TEA 21 to help fund and maintain their private bus system.
Other parks are also beginning to look for
alternative transportation methods. In each
case, TEA 21 funding will be paramount. For
example, in Yellowstone, it is difficult to find
parking during the summer and traffic flow in
some places can be reduced to near-gridlock. By
162. See id. Many environmentalists have also encouraged
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2015, Yellowstone officials expect nearly four
million visitors annually.'" Even Mount Rainier,
the first park to allow cars within its boundaries,
is reviewing alternatives.'7" Mount Rainier park
officials note that, on weekends, visitors have a
difficult time finding parking, even though
spaces are fairly plentiful during the week. 7 '
However, park officialswant to avoid a complete
prohibition on cars because a shuttle bus system may not be economicallyviable.'2
IV. Conclusion
Our national parks are in serious peril, suffering from years of inadequate funding and
misplaced priorities. Without proper funding,
park officials have been unable to protect our
parks from the effects of increased visitation.
Additionally, park officials have been unable to
repair ill-functioningsewage and water systems;
to fix historic buildings with leaking roofs and
crumblingwalls; or to properly document, catalogue or monitor archaeological sites, historic
artifacts and wildlife. Finally, some of our parks
have been forced to curtail programs for visitors,
cut the number of rangers and other staff, and
shorten hours.
Fortunately, the outlook for resolving some
of our national parks' problems has improved
recently. With the passage of several bills,
Congress has provided our parks with muchneeded supplemental funding. New funding
sources will help many of our parks pay for capital improvements and scientific studies programs. However, the new measures are not
enough to solve all of our parks' needs.
Congress must continue to enact legislation
providing our national parks with additional
ways of raising supplemental funding.
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YARTS to use natural gas-powered buses, as opposed to diesel
buses, to reduce the amount of pollution in the greaterYosemite

166. See id.

area. See Mark Grossi, Diesel Fuel YARTS OppositionSome Experts Push

167. See Yosemite Bus Plan Funding,supra note 158, at A3 IL

Natural-Gas Buses as a Cleaner Option, THE FRESNO BEE, March 7,
1999, availablein 1999 WL 4014495.Although funding is limited, it
costs around $360,000 for a fifty-passenger diesel transit bus
while it costs a little under $500,000 for a similar natural-gas
powered bus. See id. The drawback to using natural gas-powered
buses is they are usually under-powered and may have difficulty
climbing tie Sierra passes, which have elevations that can exceed
10,000 feet. See id.
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168. See id. Such a vote was necessary because under
Caiifornia law if an agency does not use the monles it was appropriated in any given fiscal year it will lose those ronles. See Id.
169. See id.
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It isn't pollution that's harming the environment. It's the impurities
in our air and water that are doing it.
Dan Quayle

